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necessary and, as it had a Royal Charter, it became simply the
Chartered Society of Queen Square. Under its Royal Charter
the society had three objects: (1) to run the hospital, (2) to
have a medical school for the teaching of neurology, and (3) to
have and manage a pension fund for paralysed patients. The
hospital was taken over by the Government, the medical school
was taken over by the University of London to become the
Institute of Neurology, and because of its third object, the
pension fund, the society continued to exist, and after consider-
able negotiations it retained both the pension fund and some
of the other moneys of the National Hospital. At an early stage
after the separation it received a considerable legacy left to the
"National Hospital," the benefits of which were not to be given
to the National Health Service.
The pension fund was established by Louisa Chandler soon

after the hospital was founded in 1860 and was an advanced
piece of social service for that period. In the last few years
similar help has been arranged by the Government but our
pensions, small though they are, are still welcome for the special
needs of neurological patients. With the change of name and
objects our Royal Charter had to be altered and the opportunity
was taken to allow the society to give grants for research and to
help other societies concerned with special neurological objects
and special groups of patients.
Most of the middle-rank and junior members of the honorary

staff in my early days had been Jackson's pupils but until
shortly before the last war I had never encountered any of his
patients. Then in 1938 I had a visit from a sturdy old man of
74 who had been a patient in the National Hospital under
Jackson's care in 1891. I looked up his original notes; he was

suffering from what was later known as thalamic pain in his
left side and when he came to me after 47 years he still had his
pain. While he was in the hospital he had been seen by Gowers
and Bastian and others of that period but his hero was Hughlings
Jackson-"a very fine gentleman." He was evidently a
thoughtful young man; he realised that he had had some
unusual kind of stroke which was a matter of great interest to
the doctors and he supposed he might well have another one,
and so when he went home he made a will, and in his will he
left his brain to Dr Hughlings Jackson. He did not die, however,
but after a good many years Hughlings Jackson died. Meanwhile,
he had been attending Dr Tooth. He liked Dr Tooth and after
Dr Jackson's death he changed his will and left his brain to
Dr Tooth but after several years Dr Tooth died. Next, he went
to Kinnier Wilson and in due course he changed his will and
left his brain to Kinnier Wilson. Then, at the relatively early
age of 59, Kinnier Wilson died. Then he came to me. At his
second visit he sounded me as to whether I would be interested
to examine his brain and, if so, he would change his will and
leave his brain to me.

Well, I declined and, thank goodness, I am still here. Soon
afterwards, the war came and I never heard of the patient again.
I just hope he did not take his ill-omened brain to any of my
unsuspecting colleagues.
The photographs were supplied by the Institute of Neurology.

Reference
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De senectute

WILLIAM EVANS

When I was a pupil at Tregaron Grammar School, one of the
set books in Latin was Cicero's De Senectute (About Old Age).
While preparing this address I took up the book to read it
again. I found in it little that I considered of interest or value
to bring to your notice. This caused me no surprise for the
author was only 64 when he wrote his essay, so that he had
little experience of the matter on which to pontificate.

Entitlement to write or speak about old age requires that the
author be old himself. Only an old man can pose as a specialist
on old age in that he has gained knowledge of his subject
through personal experience of the difficulties met with on a
journey which he has recently negotiated.
Of course, old age by itself does not confer licence on any to

speak with authority on the general pattern of aging unless
they can claim close association with others of like years and
in like surroundings. Failing such advantageous facility, each
assesses the effects of aging in so far as it has dealt good or ill,
whether a granary of accumulated wisdom or a depleted grist of
lost opportunities.

Part of a talk given to the senior citizens of Llanddewibrefi in the County
of Dyfed, March 1981.

Tregaron, Dyfed
WILLIAM EVANS, DSC, FRCP, retircd consulting cardiologist

Who better, therefore, than an aged medical practitioner to
discourse on old age in that his professional duties demand his
constant entry into the privacy of his patients' homes to attend
to their varied illnesses and to supervise their advance into
old age, be they lowly and oppressed subjects "living below
stairs" or the materially successful walking the corridors of
power?

How old is old?

There is no distinct demarcation. Officialdom has decreed
that it starts at 65 in man and 60 in woman, but nature can
have no truck with the figures set up by politicians to suit their
own ends and ideas. Nature imposes its own charter for each
individual.

It has often been said that the "law is an ass," and its asinine
behaviour is clearly shown in this context, where it is seen to
legislate for the equality of the sexes on the one hand and, on
the other hand, decrees that certain privileges be awarded to
one sex five years before the other.
Aging is the concern of both sexes, affecting men particularly

as they approach the statutory age of retirement, and women at
a much earlier age, and mostly related to matrimony.
At a medical examination the age of patients is always noted

by the doctor, or should be. In the case of female patients,
should the declared age be open to doubt, it was my practice to
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enter a plus mark after the submitted figure. I found that such
an entry was commoner in women of either 29 or 39, testifying
to the reluctance of the woman of 29 to enter the fourth decade
and the one of 39 to enter the fifth, and in this instance be
classified as matronly or even be regarded as an "old maid."

How to tell old age

You may ask how did one in the profession decide on this
plus mark. On greying hair? No, for this is often tinted. On
the face ? No, for cosmetics can readily erase this clue; indeed
cosmetics and perfumery are effective weapons to protect the
elderly from entering the recognisable era of old age. In this
way women can always preserve that right amount of mischievous
guile to deceive the masculine heart. The hands provide the
best clue, so should a woman plan to hoodwink either doctor or
suitor regarding her true age she had better approach them
with gloved hands.
There is some truth in the idiom that man is as old as he

feels and woman as old as she looks. To preserve the right
degree of vanity in the elderly woman, I advocate a weekly
"hair-do," and is it too much to request the National Health
Service to bear this expense, for it is likely to prove a greater
booster of morale than tablets prescribed by the doctor ?

The period of aging

Socrates of old declared that no one appreciates life as much
as an old man, and no adult cherishes birthdays more than he
who has exceeded the biblically ordained span of threescore
years and ten. Recently I annotated my Aunt Anne's 61 diaries.
On one December day, when heavy in years, she announced,
"This is my birthday; it passed unnoticed." How very sad.
Had I known that her natal day meant so much to her I would
have wired my felicitations even though lecturing abroad at
the time.
As birthdays come round, the aged are apt to sigh, "How

time flies," but does time fly, or travel for that matter ? Henry
Dobson in his book The Paradox of Time had this to say,
"Time goes you say. Ah no! Alas, Time stays, We go."

It is not unusual for the young to question and to dispute
the ways of the old. To tilt at the aged has often been regarded
as fair game even by some sophisticates, as instanced in a
stanza by Lewis Carroll:

You are old, Father William, the young man said,
And your hair has become very white,
And yet you incessantly stand on your head.
Do you think at your age it is right ?

Let me assert that youth should not forget that the old are
graduands of that most excellent unit from among all universities
-namely, the testing school of Experience-whose portals the
young have newly entered as raw pupils. Age buys experience,
while experience, born of the business of living, is a precious
commodity.

Life in its completeness manifests the weakness of childhood,
the impetuosity of youth, the strength and steadfastness of
middle age, and the crowning maturity of old age, which all
should revere. In lighter vein, someone has described life in
its three phases of childhood, adulthood, and the terminal
period of "You look wonderful." Such applause from our
younger friends on the sidelines encourages the old man to
reach out towards his century, an ambition epitomised by
Oliver Wendell Holmes:

Call him not old, whose visionary brain
Holds o'er the past its undivided reign.
For him in vain the various seasons roll,
Who bears eternal summer in his soul.

Handicaps of old age

There is truth in the saying that old age does not come alone,
nor does it. Old age can be illness enough by itself, but should
infirm health be added it may become burdensome. Even then
the expectation of such an event may ease the adverse threat,
in part through preparatory stiffening of the resolve to meet it
stoically.
The common symptom of shortwindedness in old age was

aptly described to me by a Scottish divine and octogenarian as
we walked together in his garden in Australia. He paused awhile
and sighed, "The braes aye get steeper."
As a boy I regarded the road between my home and the school

as flat and even, throughout its two miles. Travelling along the
same road in retirement, I have discovered that it presents
inclines which I now classify as substantial hills. This breath-
lessness associated with aging should be accepted as a natural
and expected handicap conveniently eased through adopting a
slower pace and aided by a walkingstick. Elderly women,
reluctant to use this appurtenance, may conveniently hide their
embarrassment through using a folded strong-stemmed
umbrella.

Deafness is a common handicap in the aged, and this infirmity
can be decidedly helped by one of the separate forms of hearing
aids. Such an appliance allows one to hear the speaker from his
pulpit or platform, the comforting tick of the long case clock
in the hall, the hoot of the barn-owl on a starlit night, the call
of the cuckoo in spring, and the curlew in the autumn. In less
serious vein it allows the avidly curious to capture the gossip
which falls in low whispers from the lips of neighbours seated
at adjacent tea tables.

Lest I allot excessive praise to this appurtenance, let me
emphasise that one's greatest joy comes from seeking a chair at
the ebb of the day, removing the medical aid, and listening to
the silence-the mind's playtime. In respect of this precious
silence in our noisy age one renders thanks to God.
The pages of history are adorned and hallowed by the names

of aging citizens who, in spite of serious handicaps from added
ill health, have won fame and honour in their particular fields
of service. Thus blindness failed to subdue the golden activities
of Helen Keller, the poet Milton, the parliamentarian Sir Ian
Fraser, and the composer Delius, while arthritis was not
allowed to hinder Renoir's painting, nor deafness to interfere
with Beethoven's superb music.

Dealing with any of these serious infirmities in old age invites
tolerance on the part ofthose associated with the elderly, whether
relatives, doctors, nurses, or friends. Aging brings with it a
fixation of ideas and too often a rejection out ofhand of another's
point of view, and intolerance of new ideas and newer habits.
To understand through heeding the opposite is seldom the
philosophy of the elderly, while proffered advice is rarely
accepted unless consonant with their own opinion.
Those who have layered a hedge, a most rewarding occupation

in retirement, will know that the older tree branches do not
bend easily and need to be spliced, while a couplet by Merrick
seems particularly relevant in this context:

When next you talk of what you view,
Think others see as well as you.

In the case of the experienced elderly one could add a third
line:

And oft-times even better too.

Some other ailment may disturb the even composure of the
elderly. Happily, toothache is not one, although I once came
upon a hospital colleague who appeared miserable and depressed
as he emerged from the consulting room of a dental surgeon who
had just extracted my friend's first tooth ever. He was then 73.
The impatient therapist should be aware of the tardiness

with which convalescence from an illness takes place in the
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elderly, but he will also learn that it is the older patient in whom
an illness has bared its death fangs who most appreciates
recaptured health.

Mishaps in old age

Particularly hazardous for the elderly, if unattended, is
bath time, when he or she might slip when emerging from the
conventional deep bath, and especially while standing with the
vision obscured during towelling the face, an exercise that
might induce momentary giddiness ending in a fall.
The old are accident prone, both outdoors on irregular

pavements and indoors, especially in the kitchen, so that home
might be designated as a dangerous place. When concentration
flags, the milk may boil over on the stove or a foot may slip
when descending the stairs or trip over the upturned corner of a
mat or carpet. A fall from a chair or step ladder while attempting
to paint or decorate a wall often ends in a broken bone.

Unsteadiness, common in the elderly, dictates a brief pause
on rising from the sitting posture before proceeding. "Look
before you leap" is a wise injunction to the old, and no less to
the young as well.

Crossing a road is particularly hazardous, especially when
crossing behind a stationary vehicle. I recall a patient to whom
I had given assurance that his anxiety about his heart was
groundless. I added that his only care should be for his safety
while crossing the road, a warning which we should all heed.
Some two years later he returned with a different complaint
but first recited the following account of his previous visit. So
elated was he over the reassurance I had given him concerning
his heart that when he left my consulting room he hurriedly and
carelessly made to cross the street and was run over by a
taxicab, which subsequently conveyed him to the Middlesex
Hospital where he was admitted for treatment of his broken leg.

Bereavement in old age

Nothing disturbs serenity in old age like bereavement.
When death cleaves a long marital partnership, the surviving
member suffers a blow from which recovery is never complete,
and is only leavened by honouring the dignity of the occasion,
and thankfulness in respect of the privilege of having walked
together over part of life's journey. The heaven-given gift of
memory partly placates the inevitable loneliness of the bereave-
ment. It is this faculty, stored in the innermost recesses of the
mind, that the lonely can call on to provide a treasured image
of the lost companion, and ensure comfort on the lone journey
ahead. Be it known that memory is the best companion in the
loneliness that follows bereavement.

During this storm of abrupt separation, the discomfited can
depend on the sympathy and help of neighbours and friends,
emphasising the need throughout life to keep friendship in
constant repair. How often did I hear my father utter that
meaningful phrase: "Man is ne'er deprived unless deprived of
man." Yes, tragic is the lot of the friendless man, especially
the friendless old man.

Retirement

Today's social order ordains that retirement should take
place at a specified age, but we need not follow the officially
appointed pattern. If we surrender an occupation we should
not on that account give up work. In retirement from any
occupation if anything stays let work stay, for a modicum of
physical exercise in the shape of work ensures rest for the mind.
As long as we travel life's road, we must not retreat and must
continue the journey. Retirement from a customary occupation
should not be regarded as a rude or unfair interruption of the
business of living, for it is just a change of habit, dress, or style,

as we turn not to a new struggle, but to renewed endeavour.
We need to be reminded of the questions set by the poetess
Christine Rossetti and the answers she got:

Does the road wind uphill all the way?
Yes, to the very end.
Will the journey take the whole long day?
From morn to night my friend.

Heeding counselling given nearer home I discover this immortal
phrase; Dan ei faich mae dyn i fod (Neath his load must man
e'er dwell). These words by Cerngoch were uttered to the
ever-complaining Mrs Jones of the corner shop at Talsarn.
How true the sentiment!
Old age, denuded of restlessness and ambition for favour or

fame, and enriched by modesty, has just claim to happiness in
retirement. Dr Edward Jenner, who introduced vaccination for
the prevention of smallpox, had this to say when declining the
offer of a lucrative medical practice in London when late in life,
"In the morning ofmy days, I sought the sequestered and lonely
paths of life in the valley, and now in the evening of my days,
it is not meet to hold myself as an object for fortune and for
fame."

Welcome to old age

We should not fear the onset of old age but welcome it as we
do retirement, for it brings with it privileges and distinct
opportunities. We need to embrace the sentiment expressed in
the stirring words of the poet Longfellow:

For age has opportunities no less
Than youth, though in another dress.
And as the evening twilight fades away,
The sky is filled with stars, invisible by day.

As we approach and enter the gate to old age, we may glean
encouragement from some passing event or casual saying, as
happened to Sir Norman Birkett when he received a Christmas
card while acting as judge at the Nuremberg Trials. It carried a
simple message which reinforced a faith that old age is just a
natural interlude on life's journey:

O hurrying years in passing let us keep
Some starry expectation still aglow,
The thing that children, waking from their sleep
On Christmas morning, know.

The French philosopher Montaigne took a dispassionate view
of the journey through old age, urging its ordinariness when he
declared: "I wish to prolong life's offices as much as lieth in me,
and let death seize upon me whilst I am planting cabbages,
careless of her dart, and more mindful of my imperfect garden."
Another lesson in contentment is spelt out for us by the

shepherd, Corin, in Shakespeare's As You Like It, "I am a true
labourer. I earn that I eat. I get that I wear, owe to no man hate,
envy no man's happiness, glad of other men's good, content
with my harm, and the greatest of my pride is to see my ewes
graze and my lambs suck." Such a charter for blameless living
applies to all ages, while for the elderly it traces the anatomy of
serene contemplation which fosters a spirit of blissful resignation
and contentment.

Solitude in old age

A common complaint of the aged is loneliness, and to know
loneliness can stem only from tasting it. To be alone does not
necessarily mean that one is lonely. Cicero of old said that one
may never be less alone than when wholly alone. Loneliness is
often a pathological state that may be self-inflicted, where the
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will has weakened and the mind broods, inviting sympathy and
compassion, a condition that may call for medical attention.
On the other hand, solitude in old age is often best society,

for it has distinct advantages, not the least being the opportunity
for quiet reflection, as paraphrased in Tennyson's poem on the
Owl:

Alone and warming his five wits,
The white owl in the belfry sits.

How then can the elderly, during the frequent intervals of
advantageous solitude that come to them, ensure that they do
not drift into the sour and despondent state of loneliness ? The
prescription against this taking place has two ingredients, the
one affecting the mind (compulsive contemplation) and the
other directed to the body (compulsive occupation).

Compulsive contemplation

During intervals of valued withdrawal from the turmoil of
living, there presents to the elderly in retirement the opportunity
to indulge in retrospection, introspection, and prospection,
surveying the past, analysing the present, and divining the
futuire.
During this period of soliloquy, the mind and the soul join to

commune with that all-powerful and all-pervading supernatural
force to which we owe our very being. Apart from the traditional
places of worship in church or chapel, other venues for such
deliberation and meditation are legion and readily accessible.
Such stations which offer sanctum and retreat, I have chosen
to name wayside altars. These are to be found severally in a
quiet room in one's home, while strolling in a garden or down a
country-lane, wvhile leaning on a field gate, while at rest after
climbing a mountain (or hill in the case of the elderly), or while
looking out to sea.
Thomas Gray found his wayside altar in a country churchyard

"far from the madding crowd's ignoble strife." There, in the
sacred silence, he wrote his noteworthy elegy. William Davies,
the tramp-poet, appointed the field gate as his wayside altar,
there to ponder over our restless age and pose the pertinent
question:

What is this life, if, full of care,
We have no time to stand and stare?

To answer his question in part, I would add two lines to his:

To pledge anew and keep secure
The undisputed laws of Nature.

Five such fundamental laws come readily to the mind:
truthfulness in all our sayings: honesty in all our dealings:
compassion in all our doings: punctuality in all our trystings:
and assiduity in all our working. If you should ask me what
this has to do with old age, I would reply, "A great deal, for to
instil these sterling precepts in the minds and actions of the
young is the serious responsibility from which the elderly
simply cannot abdicate.
Arthur Macdougall, a doctor of divinity, was another to

emphasise the advantages offered by solitude at one of these
wayside altars. When asked by his passenger as to the direction
of their journey, he replied, "We shall proceed as far as the car
will take us, and then we shall walk where God is by Himself."

COMPULSIVE OCCUPATION

The importance of continued work and occupation to ward
off brooding and despondency in the solitude that often

accompanies old age receives endorsement in the writings of
the philosopher and poet Alexander Pope:

Want of occupation is not rest,
A mind quite vacant is a mind distress'd.

Thomas Carlyle, who died at the age of 86, upheld the precept
that man was born to work, and that to condemn slavery was
sentimental tosh.
We need to cultivate a real fondness for work. We should

never regard work as a chore or a burden, but appreciate fully
its health-giving and health-maintaining properties, respecting
it as a reliable medicament to encourage bodybuilding, and as a
tranquilliser to allay restlessness and sleeplessness,whilebeingthe
best antidote for worry and depression. We must never consider
ourselves as condemned to work, but as creatures privileged
by the opportunity to enjoy work, and as the song has it, "to
whistle while we work." Work is the very elixir of life and a
veritable talisman 'gainst our country's present ills.
During conversation with a woman a short time ago, we fell

to discussing bedmaking. She surprised me when she said that
she liked making beds. When I asked her why she replied,
"They look so nice when they are finished." Such is the
satisfaction won through pride in work done well.
By the same token, the elderly should ensure for themselves

continued occupation, commensurate with their ability, to
preserve body fitness and gain a blissful peace of mind.
When discussing work one cannot discount a mention of

leisure, for leisure is compensation earned through work.
Leisure is not far removed from laziness, for it is ill-spent
unless it gathers treasure other than pleasure. Leisure time can
be the opportunity to do work which has been left undone for
too long.
To enable the elderly to adopt set ways for each day it is

necessary that they have at hand a small loose leaf daily duty
book. This they should take up at bedtime and enter in it the
duties intended to be discharged on the morrow, and when the
new day dawns, each item is deleted as it is completed. Should
any item remain unaccomplished it is carried forward to be
discharged on the following day. This simple practice would
serve as a powerful catalyst to encourage the growth of an
acceptable form of self-discipline in the orderly conduct of
each day's living.

Should inclement weather force the elderly to remain indoors,
customary duties will need revising and other sessions of, say,
shoe-shining or some other household toiletry have to be
instituted. Alternately, the radio may provide a relaxing
interlude of soothing music, fulfilling Wordsworth's mood in
the Solitary Reaper;

The music in my heart I bore
Long after it was heard no more.

Again, the lure of television may entice the elderly to seek the
comfort of the easy chair to view whatever programme it offers
before resuming the dictates of the duty day book.

Sleep is food for the old

As a rule the elderly need more sleep than the young, and
this received emphasis from the Irish poet, William Yeats,
when he opened one of his poems with the words, "When you
are old and grey and full of sleep. . . ." One cannot miss out on
the customary ration of sleep. In a physiology class we were
told that a dog will die if kept without sleep for three consecutive
days.

Sleep is a necessary provender for both body and mind. Its
therapeutic effect to dispel worry accumulated during the day
was recognised by Shakespeare when he wrote: "Sleep that
knits the ravelled sleeve of care." Work by day ensures an easy
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tiredness at eventide, and restful sleep at night which is far
more precious than drug-induced slumber.
A postprandial "cat-nap" for the elderly can produce real

refreshment. When sleep makes trespass on the waking hours
it should be accepted as an ordained natural need, but if
extended it may cancel natural sleep at night.
Some accept the cliche that "a book at bedtime" is conducive

to sleep, but in general terms it depends on the quality of the
reading material and whether consonant with the taste of the
reader, producing either a morbid or mordant effect with
corresponding sleep reaction.
Those over 70 finding night sleep difficult to gain may find

that a tot of whisky will waft them into the cosy arms of
Morpheus. Such therapy may have greater value, and be less
injurious, than sleep-inducing tablets.

Jollity in old age

Rapture is not out of place in old age, provided that it is not
"careless rapture." Laughter among the elderly is never vulgar,
but rather an expression of liveliness and thankfulness in the
midst of this business of long-living. It is a sign that their cup
of happiness is overflowing. Laughter dries up any lurking
tears from any reason. One need not be demonstrative in
happiness for, as Marmon opined, great joys like grief can be
silent. According to Emerson happiness is gained through
filling the hour. Jollity, however, suggests a spasmodic
accentuation of happiness, a sort of outburst or salvo of
happiness.
How is such a mood to be captured in old age? It often

comes through having tea with friends. At one such party, I
came across a small gathering engaged in hilarious laughter
as they took turns to presage one another's future and fortune
from an analysis of the arrangement of the tea-leaves which
clung to the sides of the upturned teacups.
At other times, in favourable weather, the aged should arrange

to "go places." You need not travel far, nor fulfil Kipling's wish:

Weekly from Southampton,
Great steamers, white and gold,
Go rolling down to Rio,
And I'd like to go to Rio
Someday before I'm old.

No! Take trips to local places and other "beauty spots" where
you may tryst for a picnic in the open countryside. Attend at an
agricultural show, or an occasional concert. You should join
the local choir, and sing lustily in church or chapel. A good
voice mellows with aging.

Before I left London for retirement I used each spring to
visit an elderly woman at Southend-on-Sea. At each visit she
wished to know whether her ailing heart allowed her to visit
Kew Gardens. The journey meant rising at 4 am to entrain at
7 30 am. When I inquired as to the purpose of her journey,
she would quote from Alfred Noyes's poem:

Go down to Kew in lilac-time, in lilac-time, in lilac-time.
Go down to Kew in lilac-time, it isn't far from London.

You may think of other ways of recruiting rapture in old age;
nurture them, for they are God-sent to promote joy for those
in the twilight of life.

Diet in old age

Be your own dietitian. No one can fill this role as well as you
can. Having arrived at your age, surely you know better than
strangers, including doctors, what sort of food suits you best.

Need we listen to the born prohibitionists who advise one
not to eat this or take that ? Equally one should be aware of the
world's compulsive counsellors who advocate vegetable-oil
products such as margarine, which they themselves manufacture
to their own financial advantage. On the question of fat be it
known that lean meat is for the limp and the languid, for the
fickle, the faddy, and the fussy, for those who fear fatty foods,
favouring the fast to the feast.
True words on dieting, sung rather than spoken, came from

Marie Lloyd at a London concert hall where she popularised
the song, "A little of what you fancy does you good." Should
any be concerned with their waistline on cosmetic grounds, it
can be readily corrected through adopting the practice of
getting up from the table feeling they can eat more.
Smoking is not an article of diet, but who can be so hard

hearted as to deny the old Chelsea pensioner, or the ancient
mariner, their postprandial "smoke" ? Admittedly, they are
indulging in an unsavoury habit, and may be condemned on
such grounds, but not that it ever causes heart disease through
speeding the growth of coronary arterial atheroma.

Journey into the unknown

Do not shun discussing death. I have not found among my
patients who have chosen to discuss it that it has ever brought
death nearer. Indeed in many it appeared to have postponed
the event. The fear of death can be a greater torment than dying.
When, however, we have completed the biblically allotted span
of threescore years and ten we have drawn near to the end of
life's journey.
Many philosophists have considered the possibility of a

separate existence after death, but many more are those who
subscribe, unless through unyielding faith, to that state of
uncertainty emphasised by Shakespeare in Hamlet, ". . . the
dread of something after death, the undiscovered country from
whose bourn no traveller returns, puzzles the will."
To crystallise my own thoughts on this insoluble puzzle, I

once wrote an ode of six stanzas to death in which I pledged
my faith in the immortality of the soul. I quote the last stanza;

When day is done and night brings slumber deep,
Close Thou mine eyes in everlasting sleep.
The soul released, flies to its place of birth.
The flesh returns to find its home in earth.

While clinging to life, we need not fear death, for death is like
sleep, only longer. I invite you to ponder on an epitaph which
my grandfather, Joseph Jenkins (Amnon II) wrote for himself
(I have translated it from the Welsh).

Die we must, and cast aside this mortal shell.
How or when and in what place we cannot tell.
Should we assign to life a gift so rare,
Then death as well doth claim its share.
Whate'er our fate, it is quite clear,
We'll get fair-play from earth's creator.

This embodies my own belief regarding the mysterious
journey we are all destined to take, confident of the assurance
that the Creator, whose creation we are, will take inordinate
care of His very own remarkable handiwork.

It is appropriate that we conclude with King David's prayer,
which he made to his and our God, "Cast me not aside in the
time of old age, nor forsake me in my declining years." Nor
will He in our case, my friends. Such is my reliant solace when
pacing uncomplainingly the journey into the Unknown. May
it be yours too.

(Accepted 21 October 1981)
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